This report looks at the following areas:

- Types of creative projects that consumers worked on recently
- Motivations for working on creative projects
- Sources of inspiration for creative projects, including social media platforms
- Types of retailers at which crafters of different project types purchased supplies
- Barriers to engaging in creative project work more often

About half of all arts and crafts consumers consider their project skills to be basic or nonexistent, indicating a need to boost confidence and encourage engagement among less skilled crafters. Meanwhile, high inflation continues to tighten discretionary budgets, giving brands opportunities to help consumers spend their leisure time expressing themselves creatively in fun and affordable ways. Mass retailers and dollar stores are poised to attract casual crafters looking for one-stop shopping at a low price point, but crafting retailers continue to lead the way in offering resources and inspiration online.

“New arts and crafts consumers gained during the pandemic are maintaining their interest in the category, driven by a desire to try new things, make things for themselves and enjoy the mental health benefits of creative projects. Continuing inflation will fuel a DIY spirit and keep the category strong, but brands must be sensitive to financial limitations.”
– Kristen Boesel, Senior Analyst
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